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Enterprising. Aggressive. Demanding. This is the
business of sports as we know it today! Although
there are numerous specializations in the sports
industry one aspect that can either make you or
break you is marketing. Case Studies in Sport
Marketing was designed with this in mind. This
textbook gives students an opportunity to apply what
they have learned about sport marketing principles
and concepts to real-life sport business situations.
Each case is geared toward the enhancement of
students' competency in critical analysis problem
identification decision making and solution
development. The principles throughout the cases
are based upon the industry segmentation model
developed by Pitts Fielding and Miller (1994) which
includes Sport Performance Sport Production and
Sport Promotion. This text is an excellent companion
to the second edition of Fundamentals of Sport
Marketing authored by Pitts and Stotlar.
Curriculum type activities that stress marketing in
sport event situations.
From the basic knowledge and skill sets of a sport
manager to the current trends and issues in the sport
management industry, the Fifth Edition of this bestselling text provides the foundation for students as
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they study and prepare for a variety of sport
management careers. The authors, all well-known
sport industry professionals, show students how to
apply their new knowledge and skills to any segment
in the sport industry from high school to the
international arena. Principles and Practice of Sport
Management, Fifth Edition continues to offer
historical perspectives as well as thoughts about
current and future industry issues and trends. It has,
however, undergone substantial content updates in
every chapter, including the inclusion of new
developments or managerial approaches happening
in the sport world, as well as the addition of new
chapters on new media in sport and club
management. - New full color design and art
program - Contains practical advice on how virtual
communitites and social networks can affect the job
search process - Provides updated information on
salaries in professional sports - Includes sections on
evaluating coaches, programmatic goals, ethics,
finances, and marketing as they relate to youth
sports - Contains more in-depth coverage of
disabilities in sports - New and updated content on
the growing safety concerns related to concussions
in youth sports through professional sports and
within the NFL - New discussion of the ethical and
legal implications of the Jerry Sandusky case Current Issues section updated with new material on
event security and the Boston Marathon bombings.
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Sports marketing is an element of sports promotion
which involves a wide variety of sectors of the sports
industry, including broadcasting, advertising, social
media, digital platforms, ticket sales, and community
relations. In the book strategic sports marketing,
social and economic impact have been discussed.
For those who are interested in sports, and those
interested in the nonphysical marketing side of
sports, this book offers an exhilarating look at the
people who make the glitz and glamor happen.
Athlete-endorsed products, Times Square billboards,
and sports video games, sports marketers are the
savvy professionals who help spread the word about
major athletes, teams, and events. Additionally,
there are many facets and areas of sports marketing
that appeal to a range of different personality types.
This book will inform readers of the various aspects
of sports marketing, allowing great insight to those
interested about where they may fit in this exciting
and energizing industry.
With an updated and expanded look at the skills and
knowledge needed to succeed in the sport industry,
this 3rd Edition maintains its previous editions stance
as one of the most widely adopted sport
management foundational texts on the market.
Editors Andy Gillentine and R Brian Crow, along with
a team of leading authors, aim to provide readers
with a dynamic and comprehensive overview of the
core concepts and current trends of the industry.
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Their years of experience as elite academicians and
practitioners make this volume a cutting-edge
resource for undergraduates considering or pursuing
careers in sport management. Topics covered in this
edition include economics and finance, marketing,
sponsorship and sales, facility and event
management, media relations, governance, and
ethics.
Contemporary Sport Management returns with a
new edition that makes this popular introductory text
stronger and more applicable than ever for students
who plan to enter, or are considering entering, the
field of sport management. The sixth edition of
Contemporary Sport Management offers the
knowledge of 58 highly acclaimed contributors, 25 of
them new to this work. Together, they present a wide
array of cultural and educational backgrounds, offer
a complete and contemporary overview of the field,
and represent the diversity that is noteworthy of this
profession. This latest edition offers much new and
updated material: A new chapter on analytics in the
sport industry New and updated international
sidebars for each of the book’s 21 chapters, with
accompanying questions in the web study guide
New professional profiles showcasing the diversity in
the field Streamlined chapters on sport management
history and sociological aspects of sport
management, emphasizing the issues most relevant
to today’s sports managers Updated sidebars and
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learning features, including Historical Moment
sections, chapter objectives, key terms, social media
sidebars, sections on applied practice and critical
thinking, and more In addition, Contemporary Sport
Management offers an array of student and
instructor ancillaries: A revamped web study guide
that contains over 200 activities, presented through
recurring features such as Day in the Life, Job
Opportunities, and Learning in Action An instructor
guide that houses a sample syllabus, instruction on
how to use the web study guide, a section on
promoting critical thinking in sport management,
lecture outlines, chapter summaries, and case
studies from the journal Case Studies in Sport
Management to help students apply the content to
real-world situations A test package and chapter
quizzes that combine to offer 850 questions, in
true/false, fill-in-the-blank, short answer, and multiple
choice formats A presentation package of 350 slides
covering the key points of each chapter, as well as
an image bank of the art, tables, and content photos
from the book This new edition addresses each of
the common professional component topical areas
that COSMA (the Commission on Sport
Management Accreditation) considers essential for
professional preparation: sport management
foundations, functions, environment, experiential
learning, and career development. Contemporary
Sport Management is organized into four parts. Part
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I provides an overview of the field and the important
leadership concepts associated with it. Part II details
the major settings in which many sport management
positions are carried out. In part III, readers learn
about the key functional areas of sport management,
including sport marketing, sport consumer behavior,
sport communication, sport facility and event
management, and more. And in part IV, readers
examine current sport management issues, including
how sport management interfaces with law,
sociology, globalization, analytics, and research.
Every chapter includes a section or vignette on
international aspects of the field and ethics in sport
management. This text particularly focuses on the
ability to make principled, ethical decisions and on
the ability to think critically. These two issues, of
critical importance to sport managers, are examined
and analyzed in detail in this book. Contemporary
Sport Management, Sixth Edition, will broaden
students’ understanding of sport management
issues, including international issues and cultures,
as it introduces them to all the aspects of the field
they need to know as they prepare to enter the
profession. With its up-to-date revisions and new
inclusions, its internationally renowned stable of
contributors, and its array of pedagogical aids, this
latest edition of Contemporary Sport Management
maintains its reputation as the groundbreaking and
authoritative introductory text in the field.
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This four-volume set introduces, on the management side,
principles and procedures of economics, budgeting and
finance; leadership; governance; communication; business
law and ethics; and human resources practices; all in the
sports context. On the marketing side this reference resource
explores two broad streams: marketing of sport and of sportrelated products (promoting a particular team or selling teamand sport-related merchandise, for example), and using
sports as a platform for marketing non-sports products, such
as celebrity endorsements of a particular brand of watch or
the corporate sponsorship of a tennis tournament. Together,
these four volumes offer a comprehensive and authoritative
overview of the state of sports management and marketing
today, providing an invaluable print or online resource for
student researchers.
Theory is an essential element in the development of any
academic discipline and sport management is no exception.
This is the first book to trace the intellectual contours of
theory in sport management, and to explain, critique and
celebrate the importance of sport management theory in
academic research, teaching and learning, and in the
development of professional practice. Written by a worldclass team of international sport management scholars, each
of whom has taken a leading role in developing a particular
theory or framework for understanding sport management,
the book covers the full span of contemporary issues,
debates, themes and functional approaches, from corporate
social responsibility and diversity to strategy, marketing and
finance. Every chapter explores a key theoretical approach,
including an overview of that theory, a discussion of the
process of theory development and of how the theory has
been employed in research, practice or teaching, and outlines
directions for future research in that area. Each chapter
includes cases and examples, as well as short illustrative
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commentaries from people who have used that particular
theory in their work, and attempts to highlight the theorypractice links, or gaps, in that area. For a fully-rounded
understanding of what sport management is and how it
should be studied, taught and practiced, a thorough
grounding in theory is essential. The Routledge Handbook of
Theory in Sport Management is therefore important reading
for all advanced students, researchers, instructors, managers
and practitioners working in this exciting field.
This book provides students with an overview of sport
management by presenting extensive discussions of the
foundational aspects of the profession and current topics from
the field. Students will learn the relevance of sociological,
cultural, historical, political, psychological, and legal concepts
to the management of sport; the necessary professional skills
and attitudes of sport managers; and ways in which the
globalization of sport continues to affect sport management
professions.--[book cover]
Sports marketing is heralded as one of the most prestigious,
exciting, and popular fields in contemporary marketing. The
number of related programs in colleges and universities has
exploded, and companies tied with sports marketing handle
thousands of avid career hopefuls each year. The Ultimate
Guide to Sports Marketing is the first book to go behind the
scenes and outline a strategic, integrated approach to
effective and innovative sports marketing. Completely revised
and repackaged to provide detailed strategies on entering the
sports marketing field, acquiring funding, managing event
logistics and more, this comprehensive guide covers a wide
range of topics including: - Use of the Internet as a sports
marketing tool - Negotiations and contracts with sponsors and
suppliers - Specifics of licensing deals
Sponsorship of sports, arts or events can be a powerful form
of marketing communication for businesses and
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organizations. This book introduces the fundamentals of
sponsorship-linked marketing, helping the reader to
understand how sponsorship can be planned, executed and
measured. Drawing on original research, and exploring key
theory, best practice and cutting-edge issues, this is also the
only book to fully explain how the sponsor can implement
successful sponsorship campaigns and achieve their
communication objectives. The book covers every important
conceptual and functional area of sponsorship in marketing
communications, including: audiences, strategies and
objectives leveraging and activation building sponsorship
portfolios measurement and evaluation ambush marketing
managing relationships internal audiences public policy and
legal issues Every chapter includes case studies, examples
and data from real organizations, business, campaigns and
events, vividly illustrating the link between fundamental
principles and effective practice. No other book provides such
a comprehensive, evidence-based introduction to
sponsorship, demonstrating how organizations can connect
brands to real life. This is essential reading for all students
and practitioners working in sport marketing, sport business,
events marketing, arts administration, business
communication or marketing management.
The international nature of the sport industry presents many
management challenges and opportunities for sport
organisations. This book brings together cutting-edge
research from leading sport management scholars around the
world, surveying a wide range of topics and issues facing the
sport industry today. It represents an essential platform for
the international exchange of ideas, best practice and
research in sport management studies. The globalisation of
the sport industry has brought increased complexity to
organisations’ operations in terms of regulation, competition
and multiculturalism. Drawing on a wealth of original research
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from fifteen countries, this book addresses a variety of global,
regional, national and community issues that are central to
successful sport management. Combining both qualitative
and quantitative studies, it explores key themes, such as
managing resources and organisational change, marketing
and promotion, law and regulation, sport-for-development and
research protocols. Global Sport Management Studies:
Contemporary issues and inquiries is essential reading for all
students and scholars of sport management, sport business
and sport marketing, as well as for any professional working
in the sport and leisure industries.
"This book explores the multifaceted segment of sport
communication. This text presents a standard framework that
introduces readers to the many ways in which individuals,
media outlets, and sport organizations work to create,
disseminate, and manage messages to their constituents"--

"Fundamentals of Sport Marketing" has long been
the premier textbook in its field, and this updated,
expanded fourth edition once again delivers superior
content for aspiring sport marketers. As the most
contemporary, comprehensive text of its kind,
Fundamentals of Sport Marketing, 4th Edition, is a
must-have resource for current data, trends, and
concepts critical to success in the ever-changing
world of sport. Students just beginning to explore
their options in the sporting industry will gain a firm
foundational understanding of sport marketing
principles and strategies. As they explore the text,
they will encounter a broad range of topics, including
in-depth analyses of marketing mix components,
media relations in sport, and use of licensing and
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logos in the sport industry. A brand-new chapter
covers social media and its increasing impact on
sport marketing. The authors, Dr Brenda Pitts and Dr
David K Stotlar are internationally well-known
experts in the sport industry. Their extensive
experience both consulting and working in the field
allows them to share their unique insights with the
newest generation of sport marketers.
Engaging and reader friendly, Fundamentals of
Sport Management addresses the foundations of the
field for students and professionals. It provides realworld examples and career opportunities in the
exciting world of sport management.
The SAGE Handbook of Sport Management draws
together the best current research on the major
topics relevant to the field of sports management,
including leadership, gender, diversity, development,
policy, tourism, and media. Edited by two of the most
respected figures in the field, the handbook includes
contributions from leading sport management
academics from Australia, Canada, New Zealand,
USA, the UK and Europe.
Fundamentals of Sport Management presents
foundational knowledge of sport management and
what sport managers do to help readers prepare for
advanced study or practice in the field. An excellent
reference for students or professionals,
Fundamentals of Sport Management offers insights
into the exciting field, the impact of the sport
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industry, and the possibilities for employment in
sport. Written by an author team with experience in
both the academic world and sport industry,
Fundamentals of Sport Management combines
introductory concepts with practical information in
sport management. The text begins with a
discussion of the origins and development of the
field, professional associations, essential
components of professional preparation, and
potential paths to employment. The various chapters
in the text cover everything from managerial
principles and sport policy to marketing, economics,
and ethics in sport. By presenting an overview of the
areas involved in sport management, the text allows
readers to focus their efforts to prepare for further
study, research, and career opportunities.
Throughout the text, unique learning features keep
readers engaged with the content and focused on
key information: Chapter objectives and opening
scenarios introduce important concepts in each
chapter; Management Insights explain the
background of relevant sport management issues;
Quick Facts highlight surprising facts about sport
management; International Application sidebars
detail the global significance of and global
applications for sport business; Success Story
segments profile individuals working in sport
management; Quotes offer meaningful insights from
experts in the field; The Short of It sections present
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summaries at the end of each chapter. Appendixes
include a list of online and print resources for further
study as well as tips on applying the principles of
sport management to various positions in the sport
industry. These features and resources will help
build enthusiasm among readers and open their
eyes to the opportunities in the field. Concise,
informative, and practical, Fundamentals of Sport
Management addresses the academic foundations
of the field for a broad audience while providing realworld examples of sport management. This resource
is ideal for those engaging in the field of study for the
first time (such as high school and undergraduate
students) or those seeking an overview of the career
options available in sport management (such as
professionals exploring a career change). For
practitioners, Fundamentals of Sport Management
makes a quick reference for basic information on a
range of areas in sport management. This text is part
of Human Kinetics' Fundamentals of Sport and
Exercise Science series. The series helps students
and professionals understand the basic topics,
goals, and applications of the many subdisciplines in
kinesiology. This and other books in the series
provide a solid grounding that readers can use as a
jumping-off point for further study.
Fundamentals of Sport Management presents
foundational knowledge of sport management and
what sport managers do to help readers prepare for
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advanced study or practice in the field. An excellent
reference for students or professionals,
Fundamentals of Sport Management offers insights
into the exciting field, the impact of the sport
industry, and the possibilities for employment in
sport. Written by an author team with experience in
both the academic world and sport industry,
Fundamentals of Sport Management combines
introductory concepts with practical information in
sport management. The text begins with a
discussion of the origins and development of the
field, professional associations, essential
components of professional preparation, and
potential paths to employment. The various chapters
in the text cover everything from managerial
principles and sport policy to marketing, economics,
and ethics in sport. By presenting an overview of the
areas involved in sport management, the text allows
readers to focus their efforts to prepare for further
study, research, and career opportunities.
Throughout the text, unique learning features keep
readers engaged with the content and focused on
key information: • Chapter objectives and opening
scenarios introduce important concepts in each
chapter. • Management Insights explain the
background of relevant sport management issues. •
Quick Facts highlight surprising facts about sport
management. • International Application sidebars
detail the global significance of and global
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applications for sport busines• Success •Story
segments profile individuals working in sport
management. • Quotes offer meaningful insights
from experts in the field. • The Short of It sections
present summaries at the end of each chapter.
Appendixes include a list of online and print
resources for further study as well as tips on
applying the principles of sport management to
various positions in the sport industry. These
features and resources will help build enthusiasm
among readers and open their eyes to the
opportunities in the field. Concise, informative, and
practical, Fundamentals of Sport Management
addresses the academic foundations of the field for a
broad audience while providing real-world examples
of sport management. This resource is ideal for
those engaging in the field of study for the first time
(such as high school and undergraduate students) or
those seeking an overview of the career options
available in sport management (such as
professionals exploring a career change). For
practitioners, Fundamentals of Sport Management
makes a quick reference for basic information on a
range of areas in sport management. This text is part
of Human Kinetics’ Fundamentals of Sport and
Exercise Science series. The series helps students
and professionals understand the basic topics,
goals, and applications of the many subdisciplines in
kinesiology. This and other books in the series
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provide a solid grounding that readers can use as a
jumping-off point for further study.
This is a highly accessible text that provides detailed
coverage of the key concepts, ideas, principles and
techniques of sport marketing. It combines clear and
concise explanations with applied case studies,
supported by clear objectives, learning activities and
points for reflection. UK-based examples are used
throughout and the book successfully combines both
theory and practice. The field of sport marketing is
an exciting and fast-moving part of the sports
industry that presents new challenges requiring
innovative and effective solutions. Engagement with
sport marketing therefore equips students with
valuable transferable skills necessary for all sport
managers of the future.
Contemporary sport is both a sophisticated and
complex international business and a mass
participatory practice run largely by volunteers and
community organizations. This authoritative and
comprehensive introduction to the theory and
practice of sports management helps to explain the
modern commercial environment that shapes sport
at all levels and gives clear and sensible guidance
on best practice in sports management, from elite
sport to the local level. The book is divided into three
sections. The first examines the global context for
contemporary sports management. The second
explores the key functional areas of management,
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from organization and strategy to finance and
marketing, and explains how successful managerial
techniques can be applied in a sporting context. The
final section surveys a wide range of important
issues in contemporary sports management, from
corporate social responsibility to the use of
information and communication technologies.
Together, these sections provide a complete
package of theory, applied practical skills and a stateof-the-art review of modern sport business. With
useful features included throughout, such as chapter
summaries and definitions of key terms, and with
each chapter supported with real-world data and
examples, this book is essential reading for all
students of sport management and sport business.
Fundamentals of Sport MarketingFitness Information
Technology
This student text provides a foundation of theory and
principles for those seeking sports management position. It
provides an overview of the reasons and foundations for sport
marketing as well as theoretical and research issues, and
why market segmentation is important.
Principles and Practice of Sport Management, Third Edition,
provides students with solid fundamental information on what
they need to do to be successful in the sport industry.
Updated and expanded, this best-selling text offers a unique
blend of information on the foundations and principles on
which sport management operates as well as how to apply
those foundations and principles to the sport industry. The
authors, all well-renowned professors in sport management or
sport administration, have produced a text that is thorough,
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practical, and lively, and which lays the groundwork for
students as they study and prepare for successful careers in
sport management.
This is an introduction to the wide-ranging world of sport
communication, integral to the successful management,
marketing, and operation of sport organisations at all levels.
The text outlines the full breadth of the communication
industry, including the many professional careers available to
students and practitioners.
This guide to the available literature on sports in American
culture during the last two decades of the 20th century is a
companion to Jack Higg's Sports: A Reference Guide
(Greenwood, 1982). The types of individual or team sports
included in this volume include those that are viewed as
physical contests engaged in for physical, emotional, spiritual,
or psychological fulfillment. With a focus on books alone,
chapters review the available literature regarding sports and
each concludes with a bibliography. Academic journals likely
to contain articles on the topics discussed are listed at the
end of each chapter. Twelve chapters discuss sports and
American history, business and law, education, ethnicity and
race, gender, literature, philosophy and religion, popular
culture, psychology, science and technology, sociology and
world history. This reference and guide to further research will
appeal to scholars of popular culture and sports. An index
and two appendixes are included, one listing important dates
in American sports from 1980 through 2000 and one listing
sports halls of fame, museums, periodicals, and websites.
Once only associated with North America and Europe, formal
athletic events are now becoming more prevalent in Asia as
well. With the expansion of this industry, there is a need for
efficient and strategic advertising to promote competitions,
events, and teams. Emerging Trends and Innovation in
Sports Marketing and Management in Asia brings together
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research and case studies to evaluate and discuss the
effectiveness of current methodologies and theories in an
effort to improve promotional activities and the organization of
all aspects of the sports industry. This publication is an
essential reference source for academicians, researchers,
industry practitioners, and upper-level students interested in
the theories and practices of sports marketing and
management with a special focus on Asia.
-Sport and new media.
Contemporary Sport Management, Fifth, provides students
with an overview of sport management by presenting
extensive discussions of the foundational aspects of the
profession and current topics from the field. The fifth edition
continues to engage students with a full-color format and an
integrated web study guide. The text also discusses the role
of social media in revolutionizing the industry and the
significance of sport as an international institution. Students
will learn the relevance of legal, sociocultural, historical,
political, and psychological concepts to the management of
sport; the professional skills and attitudes of successful sport
managers; and ways in which the globalization of sport
continues to affect sport management professions.
International Sport Management is the first comprehensive
textbook devoted to the organization, governance, business
activities, and cross-cultural context of modern sport on an
international level. As the sport industry continues its global
expansion, this textbook serves as an invaluable guide for
readers as they build careers that require an international
understanding of the relationships, influences, and
responsibilities in sport management. Through a systematic
presentation of topics and issues in international sport, this
textbook offers a long-overdue guide for students in this
burgeoning subfield in sport management. Editors Li,
MacIntosh, and Bravo have assembled contributors from all
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corners of the globe to present a truly international
perspective on the topic. With attention to diversity and
multiple viewpoints, each chapter is authored by distinguished
academics and practitioners in the field. A foreword by
esteemed sport management scholar Dr. Earle Zeigler
emphasizes the importance of a dedicated study of the issues
in international sport management. All chapters in the text
use a global perspective to better showcase how international
sport operates in various geopolitical environments and
cultures. The text is arranged in five parts, each serving a
unique purpose: •To outline the issues associated with
international sport management •To examine sport using a
unique perspective that emphasizes its status as a global
industry •To introduce the structure of governance in
international sport •To examine the management essentials
in international sport •To apply these strategies in the
business segments of sport marketing, sport media and
information technology, sport facilities and design, sport event
management, and sport tourism Written to engage students,
International Sport Management contains an array of learning
aids to assist with comprehension of the material. It includes
case studies and sidebars that apply the concepts to realworld situations and demonstrate the varied issues,
challenges, and opportunities affecting sport management
worldwide. Chapter objectives, key terms, learning activities,
summaries, and discussion questions guide learning in this
wide-ranging subject area. In addition, extensive reference
sections support the work of practitioners in the field. With
International Sport Management, both practicing and future
sport managers can develop an increased understanding of
the range of intercultural competencies necessary for success
in the field. Using a framework of strategic and total-quality
management, the text allows readers to examine global
issues from an ethical perspective and uncover solutions to
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complex challenges that sport managers face. With this
approach, readers will learn how to combine business
practices with knowledge in international sport to lead their
current and future careers. International Sport Management
offers readers a multifaceted view of the issues, challenges,
and opportunities in international sport management as well
as the major functional areas that govern international sport.
The text provides students, academics, and practitioners with
critical insights into the practice of business as it applies to
international sport.
Introduction to Kinesiology: Studying Physical Activity, Sixth
Edition With HKPropel Access, gives students a complete
overview of the field of kinesiology and explores the common
career paths, questions, and ideas that are part of this
dynamic and expanding discipline
The international nature of the sport industry requires a global
approach to sport marketing practices. Organisations need to
develop a good understanding of the laws, regulations,
values and norms of the countries and cultures in which they
operate. This book brings together world-leading sport
marketing scholars from 11 countries to address the most
important global, regional, national, and community marketing
issues in sport today. Presenting the latest cutting-edge
research from countries including India, China, the UK and
the USA, it includes case studies on successful marketing
strategies in sports ranging from football and hockey to
baseball and motor racing. The book combines both
qualitative and quantitative studies to explore key topics such
as: sport marketing in a globalized marketplace corporate
social responsibility and sponsorship in sporting events the
Olympic brand image and its values sport consumer
behaviour and customer satisfaction new digital marketing
channels. Contemporary Sport Marketing: Global
perspectives is vital reading for all students and scholars of
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sport marketing, sport business and sport management, as
well as for any professional working in the sport industry.
Never HIGHLIGHT a Book Again! Virtually all of the testable
terms, concepts, persons, places, and events from the
textbook are included. Cram101 Just the FACTS101
studyguides give all of the outlines, highlights, notes, and
quizzes for your textbook with optional online comprehensive
practice tests. Only Cram101 is Textbook Specific.
Accompanys: 9781885693785 .
In Sports Marketing: The View of Industry Experts, industry
leaders discuss how they achieved their position, what their
daily schedules look like, and what interesting projects and
challenges are currently upon them. Through these bios,
readers will get a behind the scenes look at the many
different opportunities available in the wide field of sports
marketing, as well as a look at the fundamentals of the
positions described.
Sport events are inextricably linked to the places in which
they are hosted. High-profile events require high-quality
venues, and the proper management of facilities is crucial to
their success. Now in a fully revised and updated new edition,
Managing Sport Facilities and Major Events is still the only
textbook to introduce the fundamentals of sport facility and
event management in an international context. With detailed
real-world case studies and insights from professional
practice, this book offers a systematic guide to the
management issues and practical problems that sports
managers must address to ensure financial, sporting, and
ethical success. It covers all the key aspects of sport facility
and major event management including the bidding process,
facility development, risk analysis, budgeting, marketing,
branding, and quality assurance, as well as completely new
chapters on analytics, impact, and legacy. Now supported by
a companion website containing slides, test banks, a
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glossary, and sample syllabus, this is an invaluable resource
for students and practitioners alike and is essential to any
course on sport facilities, event management or sport
administration.
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